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I am the above named person and I live at the address shown overleaf. I live alone as my husband requires filll time care. I retired 

from nursing in abo ut the year 2000. 

I qualified as a Nurse in 1961 and held the post of RGN or Staff Nurse. I be gan working at the GWMH in about 1984. I worked 

on all the wards to begin with because I was working permanent nights. I worked at the Redclifl~ and Northcote annexe both of 

which were geriatric wards. I also worked on surg ical wards and the children’s ward. 

In about 19871 becan~e the Night Sister which meant when I was on I was the Senior Nurse on duty at night. Again this would mean 

I was working on all the war ds. 

I do not know when Dr. Jane BARTON began working at the GWMH, but it was after me. I always got on with Dr. BARTON and 

in my opinion she was a first clas s and vel7 caring doctor. 

I have been asked ifl recall when ~ringe drivers came into general use. I do not. Syringe drivers were used to control pain on any 

patient who was in severe pain, nornmlly these patients were terminally ill. The drngs that w e would give via a syringe driver would 

include Diamorphine, Largactil and a sterile mi~ng solution. 

It would always be a Doctor who would prescribe a drug tbr a patient with some drugs the doctor could prescribe over the phone. 

However, ruth conta~lled drugs such as Diamorphine the doctor would need to attend the hospital and sign the prescription sheet so 

that the patient would be given the drug. 

To check these drugs the Nurses would always act in pairs. As the Night Siste r I can say that good practice was always followed by 

stalt’whilst I was on duty. 

I do not think there was any one Doctor at the GVvWIH who prescribed Diamorphine more than the others. There were some 

doctors who wouldn’t turn out at 020 0 hours or were at least were reluctant to do so, to prescribe Diamorphine or any other 
controlled drag. However. Dr. BARTON would always turn out if reques ted. 

I never had any concerns about any Doctor prescribing Diamorphine. As someon e with many years experience, in my opinion these 

drugs were always given correctly. I was aware that ~me nurses didn’t t~el the same way. I was only working three nights a week, 

and I was never told directly by anybody but I heard that ~me Nurses thought that Dian~orphine was being used to calm patients 

who were aggressive or noisy rather than tbr pain management. I also felt that Diamorpltine was also only being given as a last 
resort. Other types of pal n management were always tried first. 

As the Night Sister I was allowed and qualified to pronounce death if the patient had been seen within the last 24 hours by a Doctor. 

’][’his would save having to call a doctor out at three in the morning. However, it would always be a Doctor who would certi~ death. 

Ifa patient was obviously very ill the do ctor may write ’NTBR’ in the notes which meant not to be resuscitated. Some doc tors 
would verbally tell me that were hapw for me to pronounce death ifa patient died. 

Whilst I was at the GWMH I attended courses on both uringe drivers and a course on palliative care. Setting a syringe driver up 

always required two Nurses.&n bsp; I would check the drug against the prescription chart and the rate of the driver. The patient 

would also be checked on a regular basis during the night. The checks tbr those on sTringe drivers like all patients would be about 15 

20 minutes apart. 

After some nurses had raised concern about the use of sTringe drivers and Di~anorphine, a meeting was held. I attended the meeting 

as one of the Seni or Nurses. I could understand why some Nurses were concerned about the use of Diamorphine, it is neat Heroin 

and re17 addictive. 

Although I went to the meeting I personally did not have any concerns either about palliative care, the use of uringe drivers, the 

prescribing of Diamorphine or Dr. BARTON. The meeting was in 1991 and up to my retirement in 2000 1 continued to work with 

and have contact with Dr. BARTON. 
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I wish to repeat that throughout this period I had no concerns about Dr. BARTON or the use of Diamorphine at the GWMH. 


